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In this lecture we discuss some simple aspects of gene expression. We
discuss how mRNA production is quite slow and that proteins are
produced in bursts. We show how these two elements give a simple
prediction for steady-state gene expression profiles.

The basic scaling argument

Imagine a cell of size a wants to estimate the concentration of some
chemical in the environment. We know that such an estimation is
limited by diffusion and thermal noise. What are the physical limits
of the best anyone could do? Berg and Purcell asked and discussed
this problem in their 1977 classic paper “The Physics of Chemorecep-
tion”. To answer this question, they asked formulated some abstract
ideas of sensing and discussed the limits that any molecular sensor
had to obey. This ideas about asking the best one could do given
physical constraints has a long tradition in theoretical physics (think
about the Carnot engine) and this paper brought these kind of ideas
to the cellular realm.

The basic argument is quite simple. Consider a cell that occu-
pies a volume V = a3. If the concentration of the chemical is c0,
then, we know that on average in this volume there will be about
N̄v = c0V ∼ c0a3 molecules that the cell must estimate the concentra-
tion from. However, due to thermal noise, we know that there will be
fluctuations in this number. We can ask about what the typical fluctu-
ations δc will look like. From the central limit theorem, we know that
for an instantaneous measurement

δc
c̄
∼ 1√

N
=

1√
cV

(1)

Recalling that an E. coli is about a 1(µm)3 and that a concentration
of 1nM corresponds to 1 molecule per bacterium. We see that using
an instantaneous measurement the typical error will scale like 1 or
100% for a 1nM concentration and 1/

√
1000 or approximately 3% for

100µM concentration. We know that cells regularly respond to 1−
10nM concentrations indicating that cell must be doing something
more.

One simple thing that cells can do is take more than one mea-
surements. We know that if we take M independent measurements
then we can reduce the error by a factor of

√
M. Notice, that the key

point is of course the measurements should be uncorrelated. This is
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necessary because there is obviously no new information gained by
measuring the same thing over and over again. In the cell, we need a
completely new set of molecules to diffuse into the cell volume V. We
can ask what is the characteristic time that it will take for diffusion
to refresh the molecules in some volume V ∼ a3. We can do this by
simple dimensional analysis. Denote the diffusion constant for the
molecules that make up c by D. A biologically realistic number for
small molecules is D = 10−5cm2/s. Notice that this allows to make a
characteristic time for turnover by diffusion

τ = D−1V2/3 = D−1a2. (2)

Using a = 10−4cm and plugging in we get that τ ≈ 10−3s. Thus,
for a volume the size of E. coli that typical time for a concentration to
renew is 1ms.

If the cell measures that concentration for a time T, the number of
independent measurements will be just

M = T/τ = TDV−2/3, (3)

and the typical error will be

δc
c̄
∼ 1

M
√

N
=

1√
cV
× 1√

TDV−2/3
=

1√
cTDV1/3

=
1√

cTDa
(4)

Notice that in 0.01s we can reduce the error by a factor of 10 so that
for a 100µM the error become of order 0.3%. This is an incredible
accuracy.

Thinking about receptors

Thus far we have just been concerned with an entire sphere. How-
ever, we know that in real cells that sensing is actually done by re-
ceptors. The first fact that Berg-Purcell show is that even a moderate
number of receptors scattered over the surface of a cell (occupying
less than 1/1000 of the surface) are enough to really treat the cell as
a completely absorbing sphere 2. To show this BP and note that at 2 It is worth reading this full deriva-

tion and the beautiful analogies with
electorstatistics

steady-state the diffusion equation

0 = D∇2c (5)

is the same as the electrostatic equation with c identified with the
electric potential φ. Receptors are equapotential surface. We know
tha twe can build a Faraday cage by having sparse metal cage, the
receptors essentially can do the same thing for the chemical concen-
tration.

Inspired by this, BP go on to calculate the uncertainty in the con-
centration that can be estimated from a time-series of binding and
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Biological cells are able to accurately sense chemicals with receptors at their surfaces, allowing cells
to move towards sources of attractant and away from sources of repellent. The accuracy of sensing
chemical concentration is ultimately limited by the random arrival of particles at the receptors by
diffusion. This fundamental physical limit is generally considered to be the Berg & Purcell limit
[H.C. Berg and E.M. Purcell, Biophys. J. 20, 193 (1977)]. Here we derive a lower limit by applying
maximum likelihood to the time series of receptor occupancy. The increased accuracy stems from
solely considering the unoccupied time intervals - disregarding the occupied time intervals as these
do not contain any information about the external particle concentration, and only decrease the
accuracy of the concentration estimate. Receptors which minimize the bound time intervals achieve
the highest possible accuracy. We discuss how a cell could implement such an optimal sensing
strategy by absorbing or degrading bound particles.

PACS numbers: 87.10.Mn, 87.15.kp, 87.16.dj

Single cells can sense external chemical concentrations
with extremely high accuracy. For instance, the chemo-
tactic bacterium Escherichia coli can detect 3.2 nM of
the attractant aspartate [1], which corresponds to only
about 3 attractant particles in the volume of the cell.
Single eukaryotic cells such as Dictyostelium discoideum
[2] and Saccharomyces cerevisiae [3] (budding yeast) are
well known to measure and respond to extremely shallow
gradients of chemical signals [4]. These observations
raise the question how close do cells operate to the fun-
damental physical limit of sensing accuracy set by the
random arrival of particles by diffusion at the receptors?
This question was addressed in a seminal work by Berg
& Purcell [5], and recently reinvestigated by Bialek and
Setayeshgar [6, 7]. Today, it is generally accepted that
the limit derived by Berg & Purcell is a fundamental
physical limit which cannot be exceeded. In this Letter,
we show for a single receptor how this limit can be
improved (using maximum likelihood estimation), and
discuss how cells could implement this improved sensing
strategy in practice.

Berg & Purcell calculated the accuracy of concentra-
tion sensing by a single receptor which binds particles
of concentration c0 with rate k+c0 and unbinds particles
with rate k− (see Fig. 1(a)). Specifically, they considered
a binary time series of total length T composed of bound
and unbound time intervals (see Fig. 1(b)). Berg & Pur-
cell estimated concentration directly from the fraction
of time T that a particle is bound. By considering the
time correlations of particles bound to the receptor, they
found the variance (δc)2 in the estimated concentration
to be [5]

(δc)2

c2
0

=
2τ̄b

T p̄
=

1

2Dsc0(1 − p̄)T
, (1)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, τ̄b is the true average
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FIG. 1: Schematic of particle-receptor binding. (a) An un-
occupied receptor can bind a particle with rate k+c0, and an
occupied receptor can unbind a bound particle with rate k−.
(b) Binary time series of receptor occupancy.

duration of bound intervals, s describes the receptor
dimension, and p̄ is the true equilibrium probability for
the receptor to be bound. The last equality in Eq. 1 is
obtained using detailed balance, i.e. at equilibrium the
rate of unbinding transitions p̄/τ̄b must equal the rate of
binding transitions (1 − p̄)/τ̄u, where τ̄u is the average
duration of unbound intervals. For diffusion-limited
binding, 1/τ̄u = 4Dsc0, yielding the RHS of Eq. 1. In
the following we revisit the Berg & Purcell limit on the
accuracy of concentration sensing from the perspective
of maximum likelihood estimation.

Maximum likelihood estimation is a statistical method
used for fitting a mathematical model to data [8]. For a
fixed set of data and an underlying parameterized model,
maximum likelihood picks the values of the model param-
eters that make the data “more likely” than they would
be for any other values of the parameters. Here, the cell’s
best estimate of concentration can be obtained from max-
imum likelihood applied to the time series {t+, t−} of du-
ration T with particle binding events at times t+,i and
unbinding events at times t−,i (see Fig. 1(b)). Following

Figure 1: Figure from Endres Wingreen
PRL 2009.

unbinding events for a single receptor (see Figure 1). We will derive
these results in a slightly different way that has much more intuition
and generalizes better. Notice that to estimate the concentration we
must count the number of binding events n for a duration of time T.
In particular, we know that this will be a function of the concentra-
tion c: n̄(c). The cell is essentially performing an inference problem
where it has to estimate c using the summary statistic n. Our error
in the estimate of c comes from the fact that n will fluctuate due to
thermal fluctuations. Our strategy will be to figure out the typically
fluctuations in n (which we denote δn) and relate these to uncertainty
in our parameter estimation δcest.

To do this, we make use of basic things we learn in all lab classes
about propagating errors. We know that in the usual way that we
propagate errors that

δc = dn̄dcδcest (6)

which we can invert to get that

〈δc2
est〉

c2
est

= 1/c2
est

(
dn
dc

)−2
〈(δn)2〉 = 1/c2

est

(
dc
dn̄

)2
〈(δn)2〉 (7)

This is just the statement that we can locally linearize our sensor and
the fluctuations are amplified (or dampened) by our static gain: dn

dc .
This leaves us with two tasks. First, we must find the function

n(c). Second, we must estimate the fluctuations in the number of
binding events n. It will turn out that this is pretty easy. Let us first
calculate n(c). Let us the define the mean time that the receptor is
unbound as τ̄u. Notice that this is just inversely proportional to the
mean binding rate

τ̄u = (konc)−1. (8)
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We can also calculate the mean time that a molecule is bound before
unbinding. This is just give by the inverse of the disassociation rate
kd

τ̄b = k−1
d . (9)

Notice that we have that the number of binding events is just

n̄ =
T

τ̄u + τ̄b
=

T
(konc)−1 + k−1

d

. (10)

We can rearrange this to get

cest =
1

kon
· 1

T
n̄ − k−1

d

. (11)

We can differentiate this to get

dcest

dn̄
=

konT
n̄2 c2

est ≈
konT

n̄2 c2
0 =

T
konτ̄2

u n̄2 (12)

The second thing we need to do is estimate 〈(δn)2〉. We will now
make use of very similar trick. To quote Endres and Wingreen, “ to
obtain δn for a fixed duration T, we note that this is proportional to
the standard deviation δT for a fixed n̄ via

δn =
dn̄
dT

δT. (13)

Thus, we have

〈(δn)2〉 =
(

dn̄
dT

)2
〈(δT)2〉 (14)

However, we know that

T̄ = n̄(τ̄u + τ̄b) (15)

so that
dn̄
dT

=
1

τ̄u + τ̄b
(16)

We also have (since we have n independent binding events hence
variance is n times variance of single event)

〈(δT)2〉 = n̄(〈(δτu)
2〉+ 〈(δτb)

2〉) (17)

This given

〈(δn)2〉 = (
n̄
T
)2n̄(〈(δτu)

2〉+ 〈(δτb)
2〉) = n̄3

T2 (〈(δτu)
2〉+ 〈(δτb)

2〉) (18)

We then put this together and get

〈δc2
est〉

c2
est

= 1/c2
est

(
konT

n̄2 c2
0

)2 n̄3

T2 (〈(δτu)
2〉+ 〈(δτb)

2〉)

=
(konco)2(〈(δτu)2〉+ 〈(δτb)

2〉)
n̄

=
〈(δτu)2〉+ 〈(δτb)

2〉
τ̄2

u
· 1

n̄
(19)
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This calculation is actually quite general. You can actually convince
yourself that this calculation does not depend on functional form of
τb and τc if we just define kon = dτb

dc .
For the case of BP, we know that binding and unbinding are mem-

oryless and described by an exponential process so that

〈τ2
b 〉 =

1
τ̄b

∫ ∞

0
dtt2e−t/τ̄b = 2τ̄2

b (20)

and similarly we get

〈τ2
u〉 =

1
τ̄u

∫ ∞

0
dtt2e−t/τ̄b = 2τ̄2

u . (21)

This gives 〈(δτb)
2〉 = τ̄2

b and 〈(δτu)2〉 = τ̄2
u . Plugging this in gives

〈δc2
est〉

c2
est

= (1 +
(

τ̄b
τ̄u

)2
) · 1

n̄
. (22)

Notice that from detailed balance that we have

p̄/τ̄b = (1− p̄)/τ̄u. (23)

Using this we have

1
n̄
=

τ̄u + τ̄b
T

=
τ̄u

T(1− p̄)
=

1
konT(1− p̄)

. (24)

For diffusion limitation, kon = 4Dac0 which is consistent with our
earlier scaling. In Berg and Purcell, it was assumed that the mean
bound time was equal to the mean unbound time giving

〈δc2
BP〉

c2
BP

=
2
n̄
=

1
2TDac0(1− p̄)

. (25)

However, notice that this is not necessarily the best choice

Beyond BP: The Maximum Likelihood Solution

If one thinks hard about it, it become clear the BP is not the best one
could do. The reason is clear – notice that the fluctuations in both the
bound and unbound intervals contribute to the noise. However, the
bound intervals have no information about the concentration. So we
should not focus on the bound intervals at all and only concentrate
on the unbound intervals. This basic intuition can be formalized
using Maximum Likelihood Estimation. In fact, one can show

1
koncML

= Tu/n = τ̄u (26)

or
cML =

1
konτ̄u

(27)

To derive this, we can follow the paper of Wingreen and Endres.
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The MLE Estimator

Let us now turn this into a proper inference problem. Let us denote
the observed time-series of on and off times by the set {t+, t−}. We
would like to calculate the probability of observing this time series
given that the molecule that binds the receptor occurs at a concentra-
tion c.

P({t+, t−}; c) =

∏
i

pb(t+,i, t−,i)p−(t−,i)pu(t−,i, t+,i+1)p+(t+,i+1), (28)

where the probability for a particle to remain bound from t+,i to t−,i

is
pb(t+,i, t−,i) = pb(t−,i − t+,i) = e−kd(t−,i−t+,i) (29)

and the probability for a receptor to remain unbound from t−,i to
t+,i+1 is

pu(t−,i, t+,i+1) = pu(t+,i+1 − t−,i) = e−konc(t+,i+1−t−,i). (30)

Furthermore, notice that the probability to bind the molecule at time
t+,i is proportional to the binding rate and given by

p+(t+,i) ∝ konc. (31)

Similarly, the probability to unbind the molecule at time t−,i is pro-
portional to the unbinding rate and given by

p−(t−,i) ∝ kd. (32)

Putting together all these expressions one has

P({t+,i, t−,i}; c) ∝ e−kdTb · e−koncTu · kn
d · (konc)n, , (33)

where n is the number of binding event in the time series (which we
assume to be equal to the number of unbinding events) and Tb(u) is
the total time the receptor is bound (unbound):

Tb(u) =
n

∑
i

τb(u),i. (34)

We can also calculate the log-likelihood

l({t+,i, t−,i}; c) = log P({t+,i, t−,i}; c) = −k−Tb− koncTu +n(log kd + log (konc))
(35)

The Maximum Likelihood solution ĉML is found by finding the
value of c that maximizes the probability of the observed time-series.
This can be found by just differentiating the log-likelihood and set-
ting it to zero:

−konTu + n/ĉML = 0 (36)
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Rearranging this gives that

ĉML =
n

konT
= k−1

on
1
τ̄u

, (37)

where τ̄u = T/n is the average length of the unbound intervals. In
other words, we know that we choose the parameter to match the
average time of the unbound intervals

kon ĉML = τ̄u. (38)

Why does this result make sense? Notice that the duration of the
bound intervals contain no information about the concentration since
they do not depend on c. Thus, focusing on the bound intervals only
adds noise to our estimate without giving us any more information.
Thus, it is not surprising that the optimal MLE estimator only uses
the unbound intervals!

Calculating Uncertainty using the Cramer-Rao Bound

We would also like to calculate the uncertainty in our estimate. This
seems like a very hard problem. However, we can invoke a classic
result for statistics called the Cramer-Rao bound which state the
uncertainty in the ML estimator is bounded by the second derivative
of the log-likelihood function

(δcML)
2

c2
ML

= − 1

c2
o〈

∂2l({t+,i ,t−,i};c)
∂c2 〉

(39)

This has an intuitive interpretation. The variance in our estimator is
basically given by the curvature around the maximum. We can now
just calculate this directly to get

−∂2l({t+,i, t−,i}; c)
∂c2 =

n
co

, (40)

or as expected
(δcML)

2

c2
ML

=
1
n

. (41)

Notice this corresponds exactly to the case where 〈(δτb)
2〉 = 0 and

〈(δτu)2〉 = τ̄u as one would expect if the bound intervals were deter-
ministic but the unbound intervals were set by diffusion!

"Renormalizing" rates to account for receptor re-binding

Thus, far we ignored the fact that ligands are more likely to rebind
the receptor after unbinding. In fact a real time series looks much
more like Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Actual time series has many
rebinding events. However, this can be
modeled by effective "rernormalized"
on and off rates. Figure from Kaizu et
al Biophysical Journal 2014

How can we account for this. We will make use of some simple
time-scale separation arguments. Before doing that, let us define
some notation. Define the diffusive rate constant by kd = 4πaD,
where a is the cross-section of the receptor and D is the diffusion
constant. Notice kD is related to the flux of of molecules incident
upon the receptor with the diffusive flux given by kDc. Let us denote
by ka the rate at which a ligand that encounters the receptor binds
the receptor (Note quotes are from Kaizu et al).

• We note that the time a ligand molecule spends near the receptor
is much smaller than the timescale on which ligand molecules
arrive at the receptor from the bulk given by (kdc)−1.

• When a molecule unbinds from the receptor, it either rebinds with
a probability preb or escapes to the bulk with probability 1− preb.

• It is clear that there is a competition between rebinding and a new
molecule arriving so that preb = ka

kD+ka
. This also implies that the

escape probability is just pesc = 1− preb = KD
ka+KD

.

• “The mean number of rounds of rebinding and dissociation before
the molecule escapes into the bulk is then”:

Nreb = (1− preb)∑
j

jpj
reb =

preb
1− preb

= ka/KD (42)

• “The average number of times a molecule from the bulk encoun-
ters the receptor before it actually binds is”:

Nesc + 1 = preb ∑
j

jpj
esc + 1 = kD/ka + 1 = 1/Nreb + 1 (43)

• The effective renormalized rate at which the molecule binds is
then

kon = kD/(1 + Nesc) = ka pesc =
kaKD

ka + KD
(44)
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• The effective renormalized rate at which the molecule disaccoci-
ates is then

ke f f
d = kd pesc = kd/(1 + Nreb) =

kdKD
ka + KD

(45)

These heuristic arguments can be made rigorous with a real calcu-
lation 3. 3 see Kaizu et al, “The Berg-Purcell

Limit Revisited”, Biophysical Journal
2014 976 for the beautiful but technical
calculation.Molecularly plausible realizations of these inference algorithms
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